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End of Semester Checklist

The Next Generation of I-Learn

As we head toward the end of another semester, we 
have included an abbreviated checklist that will help 
ensure that you have dotted all your i’s and crossed 
all your t’s. If you have any questions or need help 
preparing for upcoming semesters, refer to the com-
plete checklists on the previous I-Learn newsletter 
or you can call the FTC, x7230. You can access pre-
vious newsletters by visiting, www.byui.edu/ATS/
newsletter/

  1. Finalize Grades
 Flunk un-submitted assignments. 
 Double check grade calculations.

  2. Send Back Feedback to all Students

  3. Make Review Sheets Available
  Submit Final Grades

  4. Evaluate Course (Make Changes)

  5. *Create Master Course For Next Semester

  6. Review FTC-Created Tutorials
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Confused by I-Learn?
Box.com got you blue?
Anxious about Adobe?

Visit www.byui.edu/ATS/tutorials/

NEED SOME HELP?
THERE’S A TUTORIAL FOR THAT!

This summer will mark three years since the deci-
sion was made to transition from Blackboard 
to BrainHoney. Generally, the response has 
been positive. When users have suggestions 
and requests for I-Learn enhancements and 
bug-fixes, we have a procedure for how we pro-
cess those requests. Many improvements to 
Brainhoney are made “in-house,” while other 
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own equipment. To arrange for an office visit with 
your ISR, call x7230 or email ilearntraining@byui.
edu. A list of ISRs and their corresponding depart-
ments is available at www.byui.edu/ATS/consulting/

requests require us to work with Agilix (the par-
ent company of BrainHoney) to make the changes.  

This procedure works well for small-level enhance-
ments. But as we look to the future, we would like 
your input about how The Next Generation of 
I-Learn might look and work.

Our leaders have prophesied that we would have 
“new technologies, innovative ideas, new concepts, 
and inspired scholarship.” Help us discover how 
this might be applied to I-Learn.
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*If you would like to make your new Fall courses 
before the end of July, contact the FTC for assistance. 



New I-Learn Features Coming

I-Learn Transcript Feature

The summer break is fast approaching, and with it 
will come an I-Learn upgrade! Every year, usual-
ly during the summer session, I-Learn undergoes 
an upgrade to bring improved performance and 
enhanced features to the table. We’ve compiled a 
list of some of the top features you can look forward 
to. (Disclaimer: Even though these features are cur-
rently being developed and we anticipate that they 
will come to fruition within a few months, there is 
no definite guarantee that they will be implemented)

By Cody Conder, FTC Assistant

By Spencer Brady, FTC Assistant

multiple files and documents. Before, the only 
way for the student to submit all the files was to 
place them into a zipped folder and then sub-
mit the assignment. Now, students will be able to 
upload multiple documents for a single assignment. 

lessons
Teachers will be able to create a new group of 
assignments within the course plan known as a 

“Lesson.” Teachers can then place individual assign-
ments, assessments, and other items into the lesson. 
All of these items will show up as one grade in the 
gradebook, with the score being calculated from 
the scores of the individual items within the lesson. 

rubric grading
Teachers will be able to leave feedback for individu-
al items in a rubric.

Many of the changes and upgrades to I-Learn are 
taking place “under the hood.” While teachers and 
students will not necessarily see these changes, they 
should notice a positive change in performance. As 
always, if you have questions about any of these 
new features, please contact the Faculty Technology 
Center (FTC) at x7230.

This tool will allow users to test out new features 
in I-Learn before they become generally available. 
Users of the new features will be able to provide 
feedback, thereby helping the developers to make 
the tools even better.

calendar (Student View)
Currently, students view their assignment calendar 
in “list” view, with the soonest due at the top. The 
new view will allow them to see their assignments 
in a monthly, weekly, or daily view. Students will 
also be able to view “all” assignments, or they may 
select which classes to display assignments for by 
simply checking the checkboxes. This new calendar 
is available for testing in I-Learn Labs.

multiple file upload
Many assignments require students to upload 

i-learn labs

Students have the ability to review past semes-
ters’ work by using the “Transcript” feature found 
in I-Learn. This feature is available to all students 
and can be easily accessed from the student dash-
board by clicking on the student’s name in the 

upper right-hand corner and selecting “Transcript.” 
With this tool, students have the ability to review 
material from past courses, enabling them to retain 
more easily what they have learned. For those students 
taking prerequisite courses, this feature allows them 
to look to the past and can help them build a stronger 
foundation for the courses they will take in the future. 
 
 Of course, with great power comes great responsi-
bility. While this tool can be very helpful for those 
who choose to use it, there is a possibility that stu-
dents might misuse this feature in order to help oth-
ers succeed without having to do the work. For this 
reason, in the near future, teachers will have the abili-
ty to select in I-Learn which items they want students 
to see after the semester ends and which items will 
be hidden.

ISR stands for I-Learn Services Representative. 
Eight employees in the FTC are assigned to be ISRs. 
Each ISR is trained to provide personalized assis-
tance to their assigned department. They are able 
to answer any questions or concerns you may have 
about I-Learn. Apart from I-Learn, ISRs can provide 
one-on-one training for commonly used programs 
including the Microsoft Office Suite, the Adobe Suite, 
Box.com, Qualtrics, and Adobe Connect. 

One of the ways in which ISRs can help faculty mem-
bers is through an office visit. This will allow your ISR 
to visit with you in a comfortable setting, using your 

Have You Met Your ISR?
By Sterling Tracy, FTC Assistant
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